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David Kamoltham, Joy Pahirah and Miao Saksirikasemkul

Fountain west of the Pavilion
IN MEMORY OF
CHARLES O. NORTON
AUGUST 21, 1962 - FEBRUARY 10, 1990
... WHOSE UNIQUE WIT, SENSITIVITY,
AND ZEST FOR LIFE HAVE WOVEN
COLORFUL AND ENDURING
IMPRESSIONS INTO THE TAPESTRY OF
THE "THUNDERBIRD MYSTIQUE".
Christopher M. Edleman

Located at the Tower Lawn

In memory of
Christopher M. Edleman ’89
1964 - 2001
Adventurous * Inquisitive * Generous
King Hussein
Located at Tower Lawn

This Tree of Peace is Dedicated
In Memory of
His Majesty King Hussein I
Of Jordan
1935-1999

"If the resurrection day came while a sapling is in the hand of one of you, he shall plant it and thus he will be rewarded"
From the
Prophet Mohammed

With Our Deepest Respect for
Her Majesty Queen Noor

The Multi-Age Class of Mrs. D. March
1998-1999

Belleair Elementary School
Sydney Boone
Tower Lawn Area

In Loving Memory of Sydney Boone
August 8, 1970 - December 28, 2005
Thunderbird EMBA - Prague - Cohort III
Sundial
Located north of the Tower Building
Bishop James S. Rausch
Located southwest of the new Dorms
Gayle Frances Roessl
Located south of the new Dorms

IN THE SHADOW OF THIS TREE LIVES THE MEMORY OF
GAYLE FRANCES ROESSSL
MARCH 30, 1936 - AUGUST 10, 1983
WHO BY HER COURAGE AND HER DETERMINATION
IS AN EXAMPLE TO US ALL.

THERE MAY BE SUFFERING, BUT NO ABIDING HOPELESSNESS.
NO POWER, NO IMPOSITION, NO CATASTROPHE, CAN UPROOT
THE PERSONAL DIGNITY OF EACH HUMAN BEING.
Marjorie Nagle Lindholtz
Located on the wall at the driveway entrance to Founders Hall
Ann and Carl Van Wrangell
Located at the northwest entrance of the campus (by the Chapel)
Tell Interfaith Center
Located on the Chapel entrance
Gloey E. Wiseman
Located across from Food Services Office – near Sundial
Gbodey N. Badom
Located by the Birdhouse, north of Snell Buildings
Toreros and Toreras

Located north of Snell

ON BEHALF OF ALL THE TOREROS
AND TORERAS
FROM THE SPANISH TORERO CLUB.
TARARI, TARARA...

MAY 1994
William P. Banning, Jr.
Bench on the walkway between Yount Building and Tower
Robert D. Foglesong
Bench on walkway between the Pavilion and the Commons
Foglesong Bench Dedication

Robert D. Foglesong

A Thunderbird Class of 1954
Thunderbird Pilot Myron S. Jackson

plaque at TAC
Thunderbird Pilots

plaque at TAC

THUNDERBIRD PILOTS
~MEMORIAL~

This memorial is a symbol of man’s love for his flying machine and the fond
remembrances of the fellow pilots who shared in the joy of mastering
the Stearman PT-17.<n
It stands as the mark they leave on the grounds of Thunderbird.<n
No longer do these men wear a helmet & goggles, or stand on the lower wing of
a biplane, or strap themselves into an open cockpit, or feel the blast of
the prop on their face or breathe the burning exhaust of aviation gas.<n
They were the last of this era of aviation history.<n
An executive order committed the United States to build 50,000 planes and to
train 100,000 pilots for war. The response to the training was answered by
the civil aviation community, resulting in clearing a square mile of
desert land to be known as Thunderbird Field, where flying
began in 1941, ending with the war’s end in 1945.<n
The students were military cadets. The airplanes were military PT-17s. The
instructors known as the Thunderbird pilots, were civilians, flying
more than one million hours to train over 16,000 cadets from
the United States, Great Britain, and China.<n
Funding by:
The Thunderbird Pilots
The John Swope Gallery

Created by:
Jack Prentice

Dedicated:
May 31, 1997
Thunderbird Pilots
plaque at TAC
Mall & Pavilion

Plaque at southwest end of pavilion

THIS MALL AND PAVILION
MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE GENEROSITY OF

WILLIAM JOHNSON, '60, CHAIRMAN
Shannon J. Barrett
Located at the north entrance of the Talley Building
Susan B. MacGill and Michelle E. Custer
Plaque in Archives
Pamela Dolan
Plaque in Archives

IN MEMORY OF
PAMELA DOLAN
1955 - 1980
Dr. Frank R. Jackle

Plaque in Archives

IN MEMORY OF

DR. FRANK R. JACKLE

FROM HIS FRIENDS IN THE

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT

1909 - 1982
Anwar R. Elghonemy
Sundial located near Post Office

Donated By

ANWAR R. ELGHONEMY
(EGYPT)

Class Of 1993
Anwar R. Elghonemy Sundial